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ON A RESULT OF TZITZEICA AND A NEW ASYMPTOTIC 
TRANSFORMATION OF MINIMAL PROJECTIVE SURFACES 
FROIM MARCUS, Technion 
(Received March 28, 1978) 
In the memory of the eminent Geometer E. CECH 
FIRST PART 
1. Introduction. Tzitzeica's resuk with which we are concerned here is not mentioned 
in his classical book, Géométrie différentielle projective des réseaux [З], and was 
brought to our attention through R. Calapso's lecture at tho Symposium de géométrie 
et analyse globale, G. Tzitzeica et D. Pompeiu [4]. 
It is well known that Tzitzeica discovered a class of surfaces whose curvature К 
at any point M is proportional to the fourth power of the distance J of a fixed point 0 
(the so-called central point of the surface) to the tangent plane at M. Most important 
in this class is the subclass which satisfies the condition 
(a) — = constant , 
and which was characterized as iS-surfaces, see [ l ] , p. 128. Tzitzeica showed that the 
coordinates x, y, z, of a generic point M on an unruled surface S relative to the 
asymptotics, are three linear independent integrals of a system which can be reduced 
to the from 
., . d^-x h^ dx 1 dx d^x , 5^x 1 ox /i„ ox * 
(LI) —- =-Jf _ + ; = hx; —- = + — — , 
du h du h ôv du dv dv h du h dv 
h being a solution of the equation * 
(1.2) ö M o g _ . _ ^ _ l 
du dv h^ 
E. WiLCYNSKi [2] studied unruled surfaces with indeterminate directrices. Such a sur-
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face is determined up to ahomography, by a completely integrable system which can 
be reduced to 
(1.3) 1 ^ = _ ^ x„ + )Sx„ ; x„„ = ßx, - ^ x„ ^ ' ^ _ •'x  ßx • X -  o 
du^ ß ß 
ß being a solution of the equation 
where /c is an arbitrary constant, (see [5]). Wilczynski [2] also determined in finite 
form the surfaces belonging to the case /c = 0, that is, surfaces with indeterminate 
directrices and the asymptotic curves belonging to linear complexes. FUBINI and CECH 
showed in [5] that the surfaces (1.3) coincide for /c ф 0 with Tzitzeica's ^-surfaces 
and, in recognition of Wilcynski's important contribution, called them Tzitzeica-
Wilcynski surfaces for /c Ф 0, and limited Tzitzeica-Wilcynski surfaces for к = 0, 
Tzitzeica's result. In two other notes [ l ] , p. 188-190, 191-192, Tzitzeica stated 
(without demonstration) the following results. 
If M ( X , y, x) is a generical point of an S-surface, that is, a surface whose co­
ordinates satisfy a system of the form ( l . l ) , then the point М{х, у, z) such that 
/, ^. _ 1 -h с д logR dx 1 - с ôlogR дх 
(1.5) X = X , 
h dv du h du dv 
(a similar formula for y, z) where R is a solution of the completely integrable 
system 
(] в) ^^^ _h^dR _ 1 + с j _ dR 
ди^ h du \ — с h dv 
du dv 
dv^ 1 + с h du h dv 
and с an arbitrary constant, — describes the second focal surface of the congruence 
generated by the straight line (M, M). This focal surface is also an S-surface, 
and the congruence (М, M) is a W-congruence. 
We note here that с cannot be zero, as will be shown later. 
Tzitzeica did not explain how he had arrived at the system (1.6) or what relation 
exists between ( l . l ) and (1.6). 
H. loNAS, the well-known geometer, who achieved great progress in metric study 
of ^-congruences, gave in [6] a proof of existence of an asymptotic transformation 
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Я„ (n а constant) which transforms a surface characterized by 
({V} being Christoifel's second set of symbols ) into another surface of the same 
class. (This is the transformation by Ж-congruence of isothermic-surfaces which 
Fubini, [5] p. 283-287, obtained in his study of asymptotic transformations of 
surfaces, preserving Darboux's curves). 
Next lonas [6] noted that surfaces with KJä"^ = const, belong to the class charac-
terized by (1.7), particularized his transformation Я„ to 5-surfaces and obtained 
after rather complicated calculations, Tzitzeica's system (1.6) showing at the same 
time that surfaces generated by the point (1.5) are also -S-surfaces. lonas likewise 
failed to show the connection between (1.1) and (1-6). To show this connection we 
shall define the ^-correspondence between two unruled surfaces and we shall show 
that Tzitzeica's asymptotic transformation is a particular case of a general 
asymptotic transformation of minimal projective surfaces obtained through 
^-asymptotic correspondences. 
2. ^-correspondence between two unruled minimal projective surfaces. According 
to G. THOMSEN [9], unruled surfaces which satisfy the condition 
(2.1) Ö \\I^{A)dudv = 0, 
where A and / are, respectively, the discriminant of Fubini's first fundamental form 
and Fubini-Pick's invariant, are minimal projective. If x{u, v) is an unruled surface 
and M, i; its asymptotic parameters, then it is determined by the completely integrable 
system 
(2.2) X„„ = Ö„X„ + ßx^ + РцХ . X^^ = yX„ + О Л + ^22^ • 
The integrability conditions are 
(2.3) L, + Ißy, -\-yßu = 0; М„ + 27^8, Л-ßy, = О , 
ßM„ + IMß^ + ^, , , = 7L„ + lyL^ + y„„„, 
where 
(2.4) L = ö„, - \el - ß^- ße,-2p,,; M = 0,, - ^в^ - у« - у0„ ~ гр^г . 
According to MAYER [10], one of the following conditions 
(2.5) ßM, + 2Mß, + ß,,, = О ; yL„ + 2Ly^ + y„„„ = 0 , 
characterizes a minimal projective surface. Mayer succeeded in proving the following 
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result: Ä minimal projective surface always allows (exclusive of some other W-
transformations) a class of oo^ W-transformations, which are also minimal projec-
tive surfaces. 
In this case we have the relation 
(2.6) J^ = crj/ , 
where a is an arbitrary constant and the expressions ^ and j / will be explained in 
the next section. 
According to Cech [8], asymptotic correspondences between two unruled surfaces 
with contact invariants r and s, see [5'] , fall into three categories, the third of which 
is characterized by 
(2.7) r = k^ ; s = k2 , 
^1,^2 being constants such that k^ Ф k2 =¥ 0 ф ±1. 
Let there be two unruled surfaces in asymptotic correspondence, such that one of 
the surfaces is determined by the system (2.2). If the correspondence is of the third 
category, then the second surface is determined by the quantities 
/?* v* 
(2.8) T = ^ i ' ~ = k2, 
ß У 
which should satisfy integrability conditions like (2.3) 
We denote by 
(2.9) x„*„ = etx: + ß*x* + p*,x* ; xl = y*x„* + в*Х + P*22^* , 
the completely integrable system which should determine the second surface. 
We define a ^-correspondence as an asymptotic correspondence of the third 
category between two surfaces or between their systems, which conserves FubinVs 
first and third differential forms. 
Consequently a ^-correspondence exists iff: 
(2.10) k^k2 = 1 and L"" = L; M"" = M . 
We want to show that such a correspondence may hold only between minimal 
projective surfaces. 
Indeed, let us suppose that surfaces x(u, v) and x*(w, v) are in a ^-correspondence. 
Then condition (2.10) holds. From the third integrability condition of (2.3) and the 
similar condition for system (2.9), results if we denote by k^ — a, 
(2.11) (a^ - 1) [fiM. + 2Mi^, + iß,,,) = 0 . 
Taking into account that a ф ± 1 it follows that 
(2.12) ßM, + 2Mß, + ß,,, = 0, 
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and according to Mayer's above-mentioned condition, it follows that x{u, v) is a 
minimal projective surface. 
Therefore we have the following result. 
A ^-asymptotic correspondence can exist only between minimal projective 
surfaces. 
In a paper in the Archivum Mathematicum, Brno [7] we obtained some results 
which can be formulated, using the above definition of ^-correspondence, in the 
following manner. 
1. Every surface in ^-asymptotic correspondence with an unruled minimal 
projective surface is also minimal projective. 
2. An unruled minimal projective surface (Г) yields through a ^-asymptotic 
correspondence a class С of surfaces of the same category. 
3. These last surfaces do not belong to the class of oo^ W-transformation of 
Mayer. 
Let us now recall the surfaces considered by Tzitzeica. The projective invariants 
of system ( l . l ) are 
1 h 3/?^ h 3/?^ 
(2.13) ß = y = } - ; L - ^ - ^ ; М = ^ - ^ , 
h h 2h^ h 2h^ 
and we see immediately that Mayer's condition (2.5) is satisfied, that is (see also [10]) 
Tzitzieca's surfaces are minimal projective. 
We can interpret system (1.6) used by Tzitzeica for his asymptotic transformation 
of surfaces ( l . l ) as a system which determines for different с ф 0 a class of surfaces 
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—— V У • 
с 
Consequently, with а ^-asymptotic correspondence we obtain precisely system (1.6). 
We thus have the following result: 
The system (1.6) used by Tzitzeica for asymptotic transformation of his surfaces 
is none other than the one obtained through ^-correspondence of system ( l . l ) . 
This is the connection between system (1.6) and ( l . l ) . Regarding the asymptotic 
transformation discovered by Tzitzeica, we shall show that it is a particular case of 
general asymptotic transformation of minimal projective surfaces, including also 
asymptotic transformation of the limiting Tzitzeica-Wilczynski surfaces. 
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I am indebted to the results of the late eminent geometer, George Tzitzeica, which 
appeared in the mentioned two papers, which enabled us to extend our results recently 
obtained for minimal projective surfaces in Archivum Mathematicum Tomus 6 
Brno. 
SECOND PART 
3. Recapitulation of Fubini's general method for the study of FF-congruences with 
a given focal surface. Let x(u, v) be an unruled surface referred to the asymptotic 
parameters м, v the first focal surface of a congruence generated by the tangents to the 
curves 
(3.1) ^ = ^ . 
^ ^ Ä В 
Then, according to Fubini [5], the point 
(3.2) X = fix -h Axu + BXy, 
(similar equations for y, z, t) describes the second focal surface of the congruence. 
The congruence is Pfiff 
(3.3) 1 / Л _ ± ^ \ 1 / в „ + л А 
^ ^ ди\ A J ev\ в J 
In this case, one can find a common factor S so that A = ôA and В = ÔB can be 
a solution (other Ä = В = 0) of the system 
(3.4) Ä, + By = 0; B„ + Iß = 0. 
Let us write again A, B, instead of Ä, В respectively. Then we have: 
(3.5) î = -i{A, + Ав, + B„ + Вв,) ; X = -\{A, + Л0„ - ß„ - Вв,). 
The following quantities 
(3.6) éé = AA„„ - ^Al + A^L; ^ = J3ß„„ - iB^ + B^M , 
(3.7) N =:2{^ - s/); 
are very important in Fubini's theory. 
For the second focal surface x(u, v) we have 
(3.8) Ö = 0 + log |iV| , 
л « В N„ _ AN„ 
ß + ß= -; y + y= -, 
AN BN 
Pll = Pil + ßv+ ßßv+-^-rfl P22 = P22+Уu+У0u~---7• A N BN 
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Л̂  is constant for FF-transformations obtained by application of a null reciprocity 
to the first surface, and N = 0 for Pf-congruences with a degenerate second focal 
surface. 
4. A new asymptotic transformation of minimal projective surfaces. Let x{u, v) be 
an unruled minimal projective surface and x*(w, v), one of the surfaces in ^-cor­
respondence with x(u, v). 
For simplicity, we suppose that the coordinates of the two surfaces are non-homo­
geneous. Then, they are the respective solutions for the systems 
(4.1) x„,, = ö„x„ + ßx, ; X,, = yx^ + в^х,, 
(4.2) x l = etxt 4- ß^xt ; xt = y-x^ + 0^.* • 
Setting 
(4.3) a - - , 
^ b 
we obtain from (2.8), (2.10) and (2.4) 
(4.4) ß^ = ^ß; y^ = ^y^ 
b a 
and 
(4.5) ei - i ö f - - ßo: - ^ ,̂ = 0„„ - ^el ~ ß „ - ße,, 
b b 
с - i ö r - - ув: - - у« = ö„„ - ^ei - у« - 7ö„. 
а а 
We note that in our case, if one of the systems (4.1) or (4.2) is completely integrable, 
so is the other. For example if x(w, v) is a minimal projective surface. Then conditions 
(2.3) are satisfied. From (4.4) and (2.10) it follows that the conditions (2.2) for system 
(4.2) are also satisfied, and according to Mayer's condition (2.8), we have 
(4.6) ß*M: + 2M*ß* + / ? 1 = y*Ll + 2L*yr + у„*„„ = 0 . 
We first prove the following result. 
For every non-constant solution of one of the systems (4.1) and (4.2) the functions 
(4.7) Ä = - a ( log x% ; В = b(log x*)„ ; 
or 
(4.7') Л* = b(log x% ; Б* = -a ( log x)„ ; 
satisfy Fubini's conditions (33). 
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Indeed, let for example x* be a non-constant solution of system (4.2). Bearing 
in mind (4.2), one verifies that 




OU A ÔV В 
It is seen that the straight line (x, x) where 
(4.10) X — pix + Axu + Bx„, 
generates a W-congruence. 
Similarly we can verify that the point 
(4.10') x"" = /x*x* + Л*х* + Б*х* , 
generates the second focal surface of a W-congruence if A'^ and B* are given by 
(4.7'). This is further proof of the connection between a minimal projective unruled 
surface and one of his ^-correspondence surface. 
From (4.8) it follows that we may multiply the functions A and В by the factor 
(4.11) a = x*e~^*, 0* not constant, 
or A*y B* by 
(4.1Г) (T* = xe"^ , 0 not constant, 
to yield 
(4.12) A, + By = 0;B^ + Aß = Q; 
or 
(4.12') At + B^y'^ = 0 ; B* + A*ß* = 0 ; 
in which case we have 
(4.13) A = ~ a e - ^ 4 * ; В = Ье- 'Ч* ; 
or 
(4.13') Л* = be-\ ; Б* = -aQ-^x^ . 
One may restate the result just proved as follows: 
Theorem. With every non-constant solution of one of the systems which determines 
a minimal projective surface and another of a ^-asymptotic correspondence, can 
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be associated a rectilinear W-congruence whose first focal surface is that determined 
by the other system. 
This connection could not have been noticed by Tzitzeica or by lonas. Using 
Fubini's method, we can simplify Tzitzeica's equation (1.5) in the following form 
- - _ ^ + ^ J? ^ ^ '^ ^ J? 
h h 
which was overlooked by H. lonas [6]. 
We now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem. The second focal surfaces defined by points (4.10) or (4.10') are also 
minimal projective surfaces. 
To prove this we have first to evaluate the expressions (3.6) and (3.7). From (4.13) 
we obtain 
(4.14) A, = ав:^-'\: - ае-^Ч*, ; Б, = -bÖ^-^^x^ + Ье-\*х*, ; 
Л„ = - а е ~ ^ * х Ж + ß*y*) + ac-'\t{el - оГ - ßt ~ ß*e:) + ае-^Ч*, ; 
hence 
ЛЛ„ = a'c-'"xtx:{el + ß*y*) -
- a'c-">'x:\ei - er - ß: - ß*e:) - а^е-^^чч*,, 
(4.15) -iA^ = -^a',-^<>'{erx*J - letxtxt) , 
because 
L* = L . 
Therefore we have 
(4.16) ^ = AA,„ - \Al + A'L = a'c-^'XK + ß*y*) ^t< " К Л • 
Likewise 
(4.17) ^ = ББ„„ - ^Bl + B^M = b^e-^'"[(C + ß*y*) x„*x* - \x*J-] . 
Consequently from (3.7) we obtain 
(4.18) JV = 2(^ - .йГ) = (Ь^ - a^) e-^'"[2(C + ß*y*) x*x* - x„*^ . 
Setting 
(4.19) b^ = èa\ 
111 
we have by (4.16) and (4.17) 
(j) 01 =^ bsé , 
According to Mayer's above-mentioned result, it follows that the surfaces 3c(w, v) 
or X*(M, V) are minimal projective surfaces. 
5. The particular case of Tzizeica-Wilczyinski surfaces. Suppose that 
(5.1) Ö* = Ö . 
Then from (4.5) we have 
(5.2) / ' l - ^ ) ( jS„ + R ) = 0 ; f l - ^ ) ( 7 „ + 7Ö„) = 0 . 
But by hypothesis a = a\b ф 1, i.e. the surfaces (4.1) and (4.2) are not projectively 
applicable. Thus 
(5.3) ß , + R = = 0 ; y„ + yö„ = 0, 
and we have by (5.3) 
(5.4) ^ ^ ^ - » . 
OU CV 
i.e., x(w, v) is isothermic asymptotic surface of Fubini. By a change of parameters w, v, 
we can reduce systems (4.1) and (4.2) to the form 
and 
ßu ^* , ^ o^* . * b o^* ßv * 
V ' 
(5.5') 4 „ = - ^ ^ * + ^^5x:; xl = "-ßx: 
ß b a ß 
which are Tzitzeica-Wilczynski surfaces. 
If j5 is a solution of the equation 
(5.6) ^li£i^ = ^^+f̂ , 
ÔU dv ß 
then the two systems are completely integrable. If /c ф 0, we may associate with the 
systems (5.5) and (5.5') respectively the third equation 
(5 .5i) x„p = - X , 
P 
(5.5i) x„y ~ "I ^ > 
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(for X, y, z, X*, 3;*, z*, but not for the fourth coordinate t, and f*), and the systems 
are completely integrable throughout. 
Setting 
(5.7) w = = x : R = x^ , h = - , a = 1 + с ; Ь = с — 1 , 
ß 
the systems (5.5) and (5.5^), (5.5') and (5.5i) yield Tzitzeica's systems (1.1) and 
(1.6) for k= -1. 
From (5.3) and (5.5') results 
(5.8) 0„„ + ßy = 0* + ß*y* = - 4 ^ + ß ' = ~ (fc + 0) 
OU dv ß 
and taking into account (4.18), (5.6) and 
(5.9) ^ = e-« = e-<" , 
we have 
(5.10) N = {b'- a-) ß^ (l'^^ xtxt - xtA. 
It remains to note that the constant с in Tzitzeica's system (1.6) (see [1]), where it is 
asserted that it is arbitrarily constant, cannot be zero because if с = 0, then a = b 
and by (4.18), N = 0. According to Fubini [5] however, N = 0 signifies that the 
surfaces generated by the point x given by (1.5) degenerates in a straight line. 
6. The case ofthe limiting Tzitzeica-Wilcynski Surfaces. Let us suppose that /c = 0. 
In such a case the equations 
к к 
(6.1) x^, = -x; X*, = - X * , 
P P 
cannot be associated with the systems (5.5) and (5.5'). Observing that we now have 
(6.2) 0„„ + ßy = с + ß*y* = о , 
then it follows from (5.10) that 
(6.3) N^{a'-b')ß'x:r, 
since the limiting Tzitzeica-Wilczynski surfaces are known in finite form (see [2])» 
we can calculate (6.3). 
Indeed, according to Wilczynski or Terracini (see [11]), these surfaces are generated 
by the points 
(A) xi = 4{U + V) - 2{u - v) ([/ ' ~ F') ; x^ = I/' - F ' ; 
x^ = и + V ; X4 = 1 ; 
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where u, v, are asymptotic parameters, U is an arbitrary function of и alone and V 
of i; alone, whose derivatives of third order do not vanish. 
The coordinates (A) must satisfy the system (see [2]), 
/^ A\ S^'x 2Фи Sx ^^ôx ^ ô^x rs^Sx Ф^ дх 
(6.4) + — ^ — + 2Ф — = 0 ; _ - + 2Ф— + ~^ — 
ди Ф ди ÔV dv^ du Ф ôv 
with 
(6.5) £il5i^ = 4$^ 
du dv 
Consequently U{u) and V(v) must be third order polynomials of и alone and v 
alone. We can therefore take, according to O. BORÛVKA (see [11]), for the surface 
(5.5) the coordinates 
(B) Xi = -w^ + 3u^v + 3uv^ - v^ ; X2 = ŵ  - t;̂  ; 
x^ = —u — V ; X4 = 1 
and then 
(6.6) J8=:y = _ _ ! _ ; 0̂  = 0̂  = _ 1 _ , 
и + V и + V 
and for the surfaces (5.5') 
(C) X* = ^a*^u^ + 3uh + 3uv^ - - ^ ; x* = аЧ^ - — ; 
x* = -a*w ; X4 = 1 , 
a* 
with 
(6.7) a = - = - a * ^ ; ß^ = - ß = ~— ; y* = ; 
b b b и + V a и + V 
и •¥ V 
And now let us calculate the function N from (6.3). We see immediately that for the 
coordinates x% and x | follows 
(6.8) iV = 0 , 
and for X* = -a'^^u^ + 3u'^v -f 3uv^ - f^/a*^, we have 
(6.9) N = {a^ - b^) ß^xt^ = 36{a^ - b^) = non zero constant. 
In the first case it follows that the second focal surface of the congruence generated 
by (x, x) degenerated into a straight line, and in the other case the second focal 
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surface generated by the point 
X = 1ЛХ + AXu 4- BXfj 
with 
A = ~aßx* ; В = bßx* , 
for jc* = X* is correlative to the first focal surface (x). 
In [11] we proved the following theorem. 
Theorem. The surfaces (A) of Wilczynski or TerracinVs surfaces of third class, 
allow a group G2 of collineations into themselves iffU{u) and V{v) are polynomials 
of the third degree. 
Consequently we have the following result. 
With every non-constant solution of one of the systems defining a Tzitzeica-
Wilczynski limiting surface, which allows a group G2 of collineation into them-
selves and one of the sytems in Qi-correspondence can also be associated with 
a rectiliniar W-congruence, whose first focal surface is the one determined by the 
other system 
The congruences belong to special complexes, or the second focal surfaces are 
correlative to the first ones. 
Some remarks. 1. If we change the asumptotic parameters in Tzitzeica's system 
(1,1), letting 
„ - w _ 3 , 1 + c 
R = X ; и = — ; v = r/at; ; a = , 
3 ^ a ^ 1 - е 
we obtain 
r* _ ha 1 1 + c D _ ^ ~ ^ ^ E > ^v jy 
^йй — 7" ^ö + 7 ^ v '-> ^ v v — 7 ^« + 7- ^u J ^uv — hR , 
h h 1 — с I + с h h 
which is the adjoint of Tzitzeica's system (1.6). 
2. It is easy to prove that only for coincidence minimal projective surfaces, the 
pair A, В given by (4.13) and the pair Л*, ß*, given by (4.13') may satisfy the systems 
(4.2) and (4.1), respectively. 
3. If the coordinates of two minimal projective surfaces x(u, v) and х*(м, v) in 
a ^-asymptotic correspondence are homogeneous, then the particular case of 
Tzitzeica-Wilczynski surfaces is obtained by (5.1) and jpti = Più P22 = ^22» 
4. If the ratio ajb also varies, one obtain 00^ Pf-congruences on all minimal 
projective surfaces. 
One can pass from systems (4.1) and (4.2) to the systems 
(4.Г) x;„ = ßxl + p i ix ' ; x;^ = yxl + P22^', 
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respectively 
(4.2') X*' = ß-xT + pîi ; xt: = у*хГ + pf.x*' 
by means of the transformation 
X = Xx' ; X* = ax* ' , 
where 
From (4.1), (4.2) and (4.Г) and (4.2') it follows 
^ I T / - Y + P V /̂ 22 = 2 ( — ) - -^ + 7 
я я \ я / я я 
PVI = 2 f^Y- — + î * - ; PT2-2 (^X~ ^ 
(J 
Now it is easy to see that the expressions 
A' = ^{ax*%; B' = A(ax*')„ 
and 
Л*' = А ( Я х ' ) , ; В*'= -^(1x1), 
verify the conditions 
A', + B'y = 0; BI + Ä'ß = 0, 
and 
A^' + Б*'у* = 0 ; Б*' + ^*'j5* = 0 . 
Consequently the straight ines (x'x') and (x*', x*') generate W congruences, where 
x' = fi'x' + A'xl + Б'Ху 
and 
X*' = ju*'x*' + Л*'х*' + Б*'хГ . 
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